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Topics Covered

• History of social media in social revolution

• Theories the recent revolutions drew on

• Connecting those theories to their role in 
social media use in social revolution

• Apply those findings to the recent revolutions

• Discuss dissenting opinions to my thesis



Some Definitions...

Social Media Nonviolence

Social Revolution



Social Media is:

• Media for social interaction

• Uses a many-to-many model

• Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube are the 
examples I took a look at



Nonviolence is:

• “the absence of the desire, or intention, to 
harm”

• Not weapon of the weak

• Push back on opponent while acknowledging 
that they are human

• No physical or mental harm is done to your 
opponent



Social Revolution is:
• Best definition is to just think about the 

revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt at the start of 
this year

• Forces governmental changes that trickle down 
to changes in social structure

• Though the number is limitless I focused on 
the revolutions in the Arab World this year



A Nonviolence Scholar 
Whose Theory I Refer to

• Gene Sharp

• Professor Emeritus of political science at the 
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth

• Power is not monolithic, but rather comes 
from the consent of the people of the state

• Author of From Dictatorship to Democracy



Sharp’s Theories
• If violence and nonviolence are equally powerful isn’t 

violence faster?

• No! Violence plays into the dictatorship’s strong suits

• 4 tasks to accomplish to bring down a dictatorship 
quickly and efficiently:

• Strengthen the oppressed

• Strengthen independent institutions

• Create powerful internal resistance

• Develop and play out a wise grand strategy



• To succeed you need to take away sources of 
political power:

• Power only comes from acceptance of the 
people

• Authority

• Human resources

• Skills and knowledge

• Intangible factors

• Material resources

• Sanctions



• In order to topple a dictatorship you need to 
strike at weaknesses, of which some are:

• Cooperation of the oppressed

• Effects of past policies making new ones hard 
to legally enact

• Time for system to adjust

• Too few internal resources

• Subordinates not reporting faithfully

• Unstable police or military force

• Egyptians befriended military to 
disarm them



• How to strike at weaknesses? Political Defiance

• Doesn’t accept means or outcomes decided 
by dictators

• Difficult for the regime to combat

• Can uniquely aggravate weaknesses

• Can be widely dispersed or concentrated

• Leads to errors from the dictatorship

• Utilizes whole population

• Spreads distribution of effective power



Social Media in Tunisia and 
Egypt

• Before Tunisia social media had not played 
significant role in bringing down a dictatorship 
in the Arab World

• Visibly sparked by one event but nothing of 
this sort is spontaneous

• Social media allows for larger coordination at a 
lower cost across a wider area

• Does stereotype of social media make 
organizing invisible to aging rulers?



Iran’s Twitter Revolution

• Twitter was a major force in fomenting and 
publicizing the Iranian protests

• News media relied on tweets as reporting

• Twitter revolution only possible when regime is 
ignorant to new technology

• So this revolution technically was a failure

(in 2009)



Social Media == Emerging 
Technology

• Arab World revolutions can be compared to 
the Civil Rights Movement when you see that 
both used emerging tech to succeed



Roles of Social Media in Any 
Group

• Lets you reach beyond your personal network

• Acts as a share-then-gather environment

• Author and reader the same role

• Makes coordination, organizing, and 
communication simpler

• Stepping stone to high-risk activities

• Collective action



Promise, Tool, Bargain

• As Clay Shirky suggests, any group needs the 
successful fusion of these three to succeed



Plausible Promise

• Anything that takes time needs to have higher 
value then whatever else they’d be doing

• Has to attract new members

• Not something you create for the members 
because the result is made by, not for, them



Tool

• No such thing as generically good tool

• Only good tools for certain tasks

• Needs to fit job actually wanted done

• Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube were this in 
Tunisia and Egypt



Bargain

• Most complex component

• Necessary to limit transaction costs and tell 
members what is expected of them

• Everyone has to agree, so is in constant 
negotiation

• The strictly nonviolent strategy was part of the 
bargain in Tunisia and Egypt



Roles Social Media Played in 
these Revolutions

• At heart of Sharp is planning, here Facebook 
was key at least with making the grand strategy 
known

• Revolutions began after images of Mohamed 
Bouazizi setting himself on fire spread like 
wildfire on Twitter and Facebook

• News media relied on tweets and YouTube for 
some of the primary reporting

• Social media was a common meeting ground for 
planning and organizing



But Perhaps the Most 
Important Role was...

• What do regimes do to kill online organizing? 
Shut down the internet connections

• This ought to stop organizing, right? Wrong!

• With no internet Egyptians who hadn’t been 
on the streets (high-risk v. low-risk) went out

• This may have sped up, or even enabled, the 
ultimate collapse of the regime

• An example of political jiu-jitsu as Sharp calls it



A Dissenting Opinion

• Malcolm Gladwell:

• Social media can only support weak ties, strong 
ones are needed for social revolution

• Civil Rights Movement was strong ties

• Hierarchies mandatory for revolution, social 
media is for networks

• FB friend does not equal “Real world” friend



?
Questions or Comments

You can find my paper and these slides at 
http://alex.clst.org/csbsjucoursework/

socialmediasocialrevolution/ after the due 
date for the final draft.
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